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Abstract

Microstructural and compositional changes in TiAlN/CrN multilayered films occurring at temperatures up to 1000 �C were studied at
different length scales by a combination of atom probe tomography, transmission electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction. We observe
the onset of decomposition of the multilayer structure at 700 �C via the mechanism of interface-directed spinodal decomposition of
TiAlN layers, where Al atoms preferentially move toward the nearest interface and segregate there. The interface-directed mechanism
later transforms into isotropic spinodal decomposition and is accompanied by intense interdiffusion between the constituting layers.
Distinct compositional gradients across columnar grain boundaries (extending perpendicular to the multilayers) are detected at this stage
of decomposition. Drastic differences in decomposition behavior across the film depth were observed at elevated temperatures
(800–1000 �C): the layered structure completely dissolves in the near-surface part but persists in the regions distant from the surface.
The influence of residual stresses caused by the sputter deposition process on the thermally induced evolution of the multilayer thin films
is discussed.
� 2013 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many tribological loading situations require materials
with an excellent combination of mechanical contact
strength and corrosion resistance that is often not attain-
able for conventional bulk materials. A promising
approach to meet these requirements is the “bottom-up”

synthesis of nanostructured materials, e.g. preparation of
compositionally modulated nanoscale multilayers by phys-
ical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques [1–10]. The proper-
ties of such multilayers (both metallic and ceramic) often
deviate strongly from those of the corresponding bulk
materials and are essentially controlled by the high inter-
face density. The strength and hardness of multilayer hard
coatings can be substantially increased by reducing the
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layer thickness to the nanometer range, where in-grain
deformation is size limited, and the layer interfaces act as
highly effective obstacles against dislocation motion [11].
The composition, elastic constants, thicknesses of the con-
stituent layers as well as the interfacial widths are impor-
tant parameters in this context, as they determine the
critical shear stress across the layer interfaces. By carefully
controlling these properties, hardness values up to
5000 kg mm�2, which are comparable to cubic BN and
only exceeded by diamond, can be achieved in many nitride
multilayer systems such as TiN/AlN [5], TiN/NbN [6] and
CrN/AlN [9]. Nitride hard coatings with high Al and Cr
contents also exhibit good corrosion and oxidation resis-
tance due to the formation of a passivation layer on the
surface [12–14]. Such nitride multilayers have high poten-
tial as protective coating materials of cutting tools and
machine parts. However, multilayers are typically in a
metastable state due to the high interface density and hence
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possess only limited thermal stability [15]. The operation
temperatures in dry-cutting applications can reach
1000 �C [16], leading to interdiffusion and dissolution of
the nanolayered structure, which usually gives rise to a sub-
stantial deterioration of the mechanical properties.

One high-performance coating systems that shows an
outstanding combination of wear and oxidation resistance
is multilayered TiAlN/CrN [17]. Although the microstruc-
ture and mechanical properties of TiAlN/CrN multilayers
as well as their thermal evolution have been studied before
[17–21], the structure–property relationships of these coat-
ings are not well understood. First, studies of the thermal
stability have been usually carried out in air, which makes
it difficult to distinguish between thermal and oxidation
effects. Second, almost no information is available for
nitride multilayer hard coatings regarding the elemental
distribution at atomic scale. However, such compositional
data are necessary for understanding diffusion and decom-
position phenomena occurring at elevated temperatures.

Previous studies of TiAlN/CrN coatings revealed that
short-range diffusion at interfaces starts already at
500 �C, but a decrease in hardness and pronounced compo-
sitional changes begin at a temperature as high as 700 �C
[17,22]. The current study is focused on the nanolayered
(Ti0.75Al0.25)N/CrN hard coating synthesized by means of
sputter deposition. The chosen Ti:Al ratio yields a coating
with single-phase face-centered cubic (fcc) structure and
superior mechanical properties [21,23]. To elucidate both
structural and chemical changes in TiAlN/CrN multilayers
under elevated temperatures, we employ atom probe
tomography (APT) in conjunction with transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). To
reveal only thermally induced changes in multilayers and
distinguish them from oxidation-related phenomena at
high temperatures, multilayers were heat treated in a puri-
fied Ar atmosphere (i.e. oxidation was completely
excluded). The current study focuses on temperatures up
to 1000 �C, which is a typical operating range for cutting
tools.

2. Experimental details

Ti0.75Al0.25N/CrN multilayers were prepared by means
of reactive DC sputter deposition on a M2 HSS (high-
speed steel) substrate attached to a rotating sample holder.
The substrate was polished, cleaned with acetone and eth-
anol, and subsequently cleaned in a deposition chamber by
Ar+ bombardment. Ti0.75Al0.25 alloy and pure Cr were
used as target materials. After deposition of a Cr buffer
layer on the substrate, an Ar(60 vol.%)/N2(40 vol.%) gas
mixture was supplied to the chamber for deposition of
the metal nitride layers. Prior to the deposition of multilay-
ers, a 100 nm TiAlN buffer layer was deposited, where the
bias voltage and temperature of the substrate were kept at
�150 V and 300 �C, respectively. Additional information
about the deposition procedure can be found in Ref. [21].
The total thickness of the multilayers after deposition
was about 2 lm. The Ti:Al ratio of the as-sputtered TiAlN
layers determined by wavelength-dispersive electron probe
microanalysis (JEOL, JXA-8500F) was found to be 2.8:1.

The substrate plate with deposited coating was cut into
pieces using spark erosion to avoid undesirable heating.
The cut samples were sealed into quartz ampoules with
purified Ar (>99.99%) and a Ti getter and annealed at dif-
ferent temperatures up to 1000 �C. Further APT analyses
showed no oxygen contamination of the film due to anneal-
ing. Structural characterization of the film was performed
using transmission electron microscopy in scanning mode
(JEOL JEM-2200FS, 200 kV) and wide-angle XRD (Co
Ka radiation) operating in Bragg–Brentano geometry.
APT analyses were carried out with a Cameca LEAPe

3000X HR system, applying laser pulses of 532 nm wave-
length with 250 kHz pulse frequency, �12 ps pulse length
and 0.4 nJ pulse energy. The specimen base temperature
and detection rate were kept at �60 K and 0.5%,
respectively.

TEM and APT specimens were prepared using a dual-
beam focused-ion beam (FIB) (FEI Helios Nanolab 600)
following the lift-out procedure [24,25]. To avoid analyzing
near-surface regions of the film, which might have been
damaged by spark erosion, APT specimens were prepared
from the region 100–300 nm below the surface unless
otherwise stated. To reduce the amount of Ga implantation
during FIB preparation, TEM and APT specimens were
milled using 5 keV ion energy for the final preparation step.
The resulting Ga contamination as analyzed by APT was
<0.01 at.% for all specimens. The level of other impurities
in the as-sputtered coating (predominantly oxygen stem-
ming from the residual atmosphere inside the sputtering
chamber) was directly determined from the APT mass
spectra and did not exceed 0.1 at.%.

3. Results

3.1. X-ray diffraction

The as-sputtered film shows single-phase fcc (B1-type)
structure according to the XRD data (Fig. 1). Only (111)
and (222) Bragg peaks of the B1 structure appear in the
XRD patterns. Since weak XRD peaks from the steel sub-
strate appear as well, the pattern obviously yields structural
information from the entire thickness of the film. The coat-
ing in the as-sputtered state has a fiber structure where all
grains have h11 1i crystallographic orientation in the direc-
tion of film growth. The lattice parameter of the fcc phase
determined from the positions of the Bragg peaks is
0.427 nm, which is slightly higher compared to bulk fcc
CrN (0.414 nm) and TiN (0.424 nm) phases [26], indicating
dilatation of the lattice in the growth direction. The dilata-
tion is associated with the sputter-deposition process,
which causes introduction of numerous defects due to
intensive ion bombardment. As the film is attached to the
substrate and is not free to expand in the in-plane direction,
dilatation creates residual compressive stresses parallel to



Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of the as-sputtered and annealed
samples. The patterns evolve gradually with temperature and/or time in
the range of 600–800 �C without any peculiarities.

Fig. 2. (a) TEM bright-field image with corresponding electron diffraction
pattern; and (b) high-resolution TEM image of the as-sputtered sample.
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the film typical for PVD coatings [27]. The bilayer period K
of the multilayers can be estimated with the help of the
superlattice (satellite) peak visible at the right-hand side
of the (111) peak using the formula

sin h� ¼ sin hB � mk=2K;

where 2h± and 2hB are the positions of the satellite and
Bragg peaks, respectively, m is the order of the satellite
peak and k is the X-ray wavelength [3]. The calculated K
value is 9.2 ± 0.5 nm.

Slight changes in the XRD patterns of the film arise
after annealing at 600 �C. The satellite peak disappears
after 1 h annealing, indicating that the interfaces between
adjacent layers become less pronounced. The fcc peaks
shift toward higher angles, indicating a reduction of the lat-
tice parameter in the growth direction due to annihilation
of sputter-induced defects and, hence, release of residual
stresses. The XRD patterns change gradually with the
increase of annealing temperature or time. No new peaks
emerge below 1000 �C, indicating high stability of the
h111i texture and absence of recrystallization in this tem-
perature range. The XRD pattern of the sample annealed
at 1000 �C for 1 h shows an additional low-intensity peak
near 51� that matches well the position of the (200) peak
of the B1 structure. This may indicate the onset of recrys-
tallization processes in the film. However, other XRD
peaks characteristic for B1 structure are still absent.

3.2. Transmission electron microscopy

A TEM bright-field image of a cross-section of the as-
sputtered sample, a corresponding selected-area diffraction
pattern (SAED) and a high-resolution (HRTEM) image
are presented in Fig. 2. Alternating TiAlN and CrN layers
are clearly distinguishable due to the Z-contrast between
metallic atoms. The film has a distinct columnar structure
with column diameters of 20–100 nm and lengths up to sev-
eral hundreds of nanometers. SAED shows all the rings
characteristic of fcc structure with a random distribution
of diffraction spots, pointing to random grain orientations
in the direction parallel to the layers (in-plane direction).
The non-uniformity of the rings emerges owing to the small
aperture size used to acquire the diffraction pattern, i.e. the
number of grains contributing to the SAED pattern was
limited. Lattice fringes in the HRTEM image pass uninter-
rupted through several adjacent layers, confirming layer
coherency within columnar grains. It is important to note
that TEM images revealed a uniform microstructure across
the entire thickness of the as-sputtered film: no difference
was found between near-surface and near-substrate
regions. The bilayer period determined from TEM slightly
varies across the coating and is 9.0 ± 0.6 nm on average, in
good agreement with the XRD data. The value obtained
from TEM/XRD was used later for depth calibration of
the APT reconstructions.

No notable changes in the film structure were observed
by TEM at annealing temperatures below 800 �C. When
this temperature is reached, the layered structure starts to
dissolve gradually in the near-surface part and completely
disappears after 16 h of annealing. However, the layers
are still clearly visible in the region remote from the sur-
face. The variations of the microstructure become even
more pronounced after annealing at 1000 �C when the
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difference in grain distribution across the film thickness
becomes apparent (see Fig. 3). Numerous equiaxed grains
of small size appear in the near-substrate region that may
be an evidence of recrystallization processes. Such grains
may contribute to the XRD (200) peak mentioned above,
while their near-substrate location together with their rela-
tively low volume fraction explains the relatively low inten-
sity of the XRD peak.

3.3. Atom probe tomography

An APT analysis of the as-sputtered state shows alter-
nating CrN and TiAlN layers as evidenced by the concen-
tration profile in Fig. 4. Although TiAlN is a metastable
compound across the entire compositional range [28], the
TiAlN layers exhibit almost homogeneous elemental distri-
bution. However, a careful inspection of the compositional
profiles reveal that the positions of Al and Ti concentration
peaks are slightly shifted with respect to each other (see
Fig. 4a). Since a homogeneous Ti–Al alloy was used as a
sputtering target, the shift is indicative of slight decompo-
sition of the TiAlN layers occurring already in the PVD
process. The CrN layers in the as-sputtered coating are free
from Ti and Al, while TiAlN layers contain up to 3 at.%
Cr. Fluctuations in nitrogen content between neighboring
layers are clearly observable. While being close to the stoi-
chiometric concentration in TiAlN layers, an obvious N
deficit exists in CrN. The overall nitrogen concentration
in the film is about 48 at.%, indicating the possible presence
of nitrogen vacancies [29]. However, slight systematic
Fig. 3. Dark-field STEM images of (a) different regions of the film
annealed at 800 �C for 16 h and (b) full-length cross-section of the sample
annealed at 1000 �C for 1 h.
underestimation of the N concentration (by 1–2 at.%) can-
not be excluded by means of APT due to peak overlaps in
the mass spectra and a high number of multiple events at
the detector.

The first pronounced compositional changes are detect-
able by APT after annealing of the film at 700 �C for 1 h.
Each of the TiAlN layers evolves into a triple-layer struc-
ture consisting of a Ti-rich layer confined by two Al-rich
ones (see Figs. 4b and 5). The corresponding elemental
concentration profile shows a 2-fold drop in Al concentra-
tion close to the center of the TiAlN layers compared to the
as-sputtered state. Cr diffuses into TiAlN layers, resulting
in an increase in Cr concentration to 8 at.%. Some diffusion
of nitrogen between layers also takes place, flattening the
original inhomogeneity in the N distribution. However,
no in-plane concentration fluctuations within the individ-
ual layers are observed at this stage. To check the decom-
position behavior in regions distant from the surface of
the coating, an additional set of APT specimens was pre-
pared from the near-substrate region (�300 nm above the
buffer layer). The results of APT measurements in both
regions turned out to be identical, i.e. decomposition pro-
ceeds uniformly across the entire thickness at the early
stage.

An increase in annealing time or temperature causes
more severe changes in the elemental distribution. Films
Fig. 4. Elemental concentration profiles taken across multilayers for the
as-sputtered sample and samples annealed at 700 and 800 �C for 1 h. Error
bars represent r statistical error due to the limited number of atoms in a
sampled volume.



Fig. 5. APT elemental maps of the samples annealed for 1 h at (a) 700 �C
and (b) 800 �C. Al atoms are shown with bigger dots to visualize
decomposition patterns. N atoms are not displayed.

Fig. 6. (a) Side-view Cr map and 41 at.% isoconcentration surfaces of the
sample annealed at 800 �C for 1 h; (b) top-view projection of the same
map. Columnar boundaries are marked with dotted lines; (c) in-plane
concentration profiles from interior of Cr-rich layers taken across a
columnar boundary (averaged over five layers). Error bars represent r
statistical error due to limited number of atoms in a sampled volume.
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annealed at 800 �C for 1 h still preserve a layered structure,
but numerous zones with increased Al concentration
emerge inside the material (see atom map in Fig. 5b). Such
an elemental distribution resembles the pattern of spinodal
decomposition of thick TiAlN coatings recently studied by
APT [30,31]. Additionally, planar Cr-depleted zones pene-
trating the entire length of the volumes analyzed by APT
are visible (see Fig. 6). These zones can be identified as
columnar boundaries, as their orientation and sizes of the
regions between them agree well with the columnar struc-
ture observed by TEM. The chemical composition at
columnar boundaries can be quantitatively characterized
by in-plane concentration profiles plotted across the
boundary. Fig. 6c presents a concentration profile plotted
inside the CrN layers (excluding TiAlN layers from consid-
eration) and averaged over five layers to smooth the fluctu-
ations arising due to small sampling volumes. It is clearly
seen that the CrN layers are depleted of Cr and enriched
with Ti by approximately 10 at.% at the columnar bound-
ary. Al and N concentrations do not change across the
boundary. The opposite trend is observed at the edges of
grains, where the Cr concentration slightly rises and the
Ti concentration drops. At the same time, no composi-
tional variations between grain boundaries and interiors
were detected within adjacent TiAlN layers. This may be
indicative of Ti diffusion into the CrN layers along grain
boundaries and triple junctions at 800 �C, while volume
diffusion remains sluggish. A similar effect in metallic mul-
tilayers, i.e. accelerated diffusion along triple lines, was
recently observed by APT for the binary Fe/Cr system [32].

With increase in annealing time at 800 �C, the decompo-
sition of the layered structure becomes increasingly pro-
nounced, and after 4 h individual layers are barely
visible. After annealing for 16 h, variations in the film
structure arise even at a micrometer scale, in agreement
with TEM results. The APT elemental map (Fig. 7)
evidences the absence of a layered structure in the near-sur-
face region. Cr and Ti are fully mixed in this region of the
film. A network of Al-rich zones with dimensions of about
10 nm can be clearly distinguished. At the same time, the
layered structure is still resolved in the near-substrate
region. Unlike earlier decomposition steps, the elemental
map of the near-substrate region shows complete mixing
of Cr and Ti atoms, while thin Al-rich layers with a spacing
equal to the initial bilayer period (�9 nm) are distinctly vis-
ible. The concentration profile analyzed perpendicular to
the layers confirms the presence of Al-rich layers. This
means that the “double” Al-rich-layer structure collapses
into a single layer at high temperatures within each of the
original TiAlN layers. Fe and V impurities entering from
the steel substrate are also observed in the near-substrate
region of the film.

4. Discussion

4.1. Spinodal decomposition of TiAlN

APT results revealed that decomposition of the
TiAlN/CrN multilayer structure starts from TiAlN layers,
where a triple-layer structure forms with Al segregated at
interfaces. This stage of decomposition proceeds continu-
ously and uniformly across the film without any in-plane



Fig. 7. APT elemental maps of the sample annealed at 800 �C for 16 h: (a)
a near-surface region (Al-rich areas are decorated with 10 at.% Al
isoconcentration surfaces); (b) a near-substrate region lying on the TiAlN
buffer layer; (c) a concentration profile of the near-substrate region. Error
bars represent r statistical error due to the limited number of atoms in a
sampled volume. Fe impurities stemming from the steel substrate are
visible in the depth of the film.
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fluctuation of elements. Since composition gradients are
quite smooth, while XRD and TEM still show no change
compared to the as-sputtered film, the decomposition does
not occur via a discontinuous nucleation and growth mech-
anism but proceeds gradually, i.e. resembles spinodal
behavior.

The thermal stability of single-phase TiAlN coatings has
been extensively studied for a wide range of Ti:Al ratios
both experimentally and by modeling [30,33–36]. APT
investigations of relatively thick TiAlN films show elemen-
tal distribution in partially decomposed coatings, which is
typical of spinodal decomposition [31]. Combined TEM
and XRD studies of thermally induced structural changes
in TiAlN revealed coherent regions with two slightly differ-
ent lattice parameters and the presence of nanoscaled
strained areas in the lattice that are also characteristic of
the spinodal mechanism rather than nucleation and growth
[33]. The spinodal region in TiAlN was determined by
Alling et al. from first-principles calculations using two
independent methods based on density functional theory
[35]. The results of both methods are in a good agreement
and give a spinodal concentration range extending from 20
to 99 at.% of AlN at 1000 K. Calculations performed by
Mayrhofer at el. [36] give similar values for a spinodal
range (27–98 at.% AlN at 900 �C). The spinodal field calcu-
lated in both works expands with decreasing temperature.
It should also be noted that calculations of the spinodal
range were performed in Refs. [35,36] for a fully relaxed
state of the TiAlN phase and cannot be directly applied
to PVD films, which are typically under high residual stres-
ses. It was shown that the spinodal field must expand when
an external pressure up to 20 GPa is applied to the TiAlN
[37]. The observed small Cr impurity in TiAlN (see Section
3.3) probably does not shift the composition away from the
spinodal field, as low Cr addition to TiAlN does not nota-
bly modify the calculated free energy curve of the system
[38]. The non-stoichiometric nitrogen concentration due
to improper deposition conditions, which have been
reported to inhibit the spinodal mechanism in nitrides
[10,39], is relatively small in the current study and is unli-
kely to have a notable influence. Based on these studies,
we conclude that the Ti0.75Al0.25N composition must stay
within the spinodal field at temperatures below 800 �C,
albeit being very close to its boundary. Hence, spinodal
behavior should be expected for TiAlN layers in the stud-
ied coating, and the elemental distribution in the film
annealed at 800 �C (see Figs. 5 and 7) gives clear support
for the spinodal mechanism.

The decomposition pattern observed at earlier annealing
stages, i.e. the formation of a triple-layer structure from
TiAlN layers, is different from the common isotropic spin-
odal mechanism, as there is a clear preferential direction
for uphill diffusion (perpendicular to layers). On the other
hand, it resembles the so-called surface-directed spinodal
decomposition discovered earlier in metallic [40], ceramic
[41] and polymer [42] materials. This decomposition
regime, i.e. decomposition in the presence of a free surface,
has been theoretically considered and simulated by several
authors, e.g. using phase-field modeling [43–45]. Aniso-
tropic compositional modulations oriented in certain direc-
tions with respect to the surface were predicted and linked
to the local bias in the free energy of the system. This bias
arises due to tendency of segregation of the low-surface-
energy component at the free surface, which, in turn, cre-
ates a gradient of the chemical potential perpendicular to
the surface providing a preferential direction for uphill dif-
fusion. As a result, directed (non-random) compositional
waves emerge in near-surface regions, with pattern and per-
iod being dependent on the surface energy and volume mis-
match between the decomposing phases. However, only a
few experimental observations of surface-directed spinodal
decomposition in metallic or ceramic films have been
reported so far [40,41]. Since we observe this effect for
interfaces in multilayers instead of a free surface in the
present work, the decomposition mechanism should
be rather referred to as interface-directed spinodal
decomposition.

Such compositional modulations parallel to interfaces
were predicted when modeling the decomposition of a
(Si,Zr)O2 layer on Si substrate based on the assumption
that no diffusion between layers occurred [43]. The pres-
ence of modulations was explained by preferential segrega-
tion of Si at the interface, which lowers the interfacial
energy, with the further mechanism being identical to
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surface-directed decomposition. The same mechanism
could be applicable to TiAlN/CrN multilayers, taking into
account an elastic energy contribution to the free energy of
the system. Since the lattice parameter for single-phase
Ti0.75Al0.25N film is bigger than for CrN under similar
deposition conditions [18], the existing coherency between
the adjacent layers will induce a local stress gradient at
the interface. Al has the smallest atomic size in fcc nitrides
compared to Cr and Ti as can be concluded from Ref. [46]
where a reduction of CrAlN lattice parameter was found
with an increase in Al concentration. It was also shown
that decomposition of TiAlN into TiN and fcc AlN
decreases the molar volume of the system [47]. As a result,
Al segregation at interfaces must decrease the local lattice
parameter at the interfaces, lower the elastic energy and
serve as a driving force for the interface-directed mode of
spinodal decomposition. However, a more consistent ther-
modynamic and kinetic model appears to be necessary to
render the conclusions here more quantitative. A
phase-field model approach similar to that applied in Refs.
[43–45], where the stress term caused by difference in lattice
parameters and elastic constants between TiAlN and CrN
layers is introduced instead of a surface energy or surface
tension terms, could be used for that purpose.

4.2. Decomposition behavior related to the distance from the

surface

The gradual change in the decomposition behavior with
increasing distance from the coating surface is one of the
most interesting and unexpected results. The authors are
unaware of any observations of such an effect in the
literature.

The origin of a strong difference between close-to-sur-
face and near-substrate regions of the TiAlN/CrN multi-
layer coating appears to be non-trivial. The effect cannot
be ascribed to any variations in structure or primary ele-
ment distribution across the depth of the coating, as they
were not observed in as-sputtered multilayers or at early
annealing steps. Impurities from the substrate are also
ruled out as a possible reason, since Fe and V appear clus-
tered, presumably at columnar boundaries, while the
decomposition behavior is different in the entire close-to-
substrate region. Loss of nitrogen at high annealing tem-
peratures, which is typical of Cr-containing nitride phases,
cannot solely explain the peculiar decomposition behavior
of the studied multilayers. Nitrogen loss after annealing in
the Ar-gas-filled quartz glass ampoules was indeed detected
by APT. However, its level is only about 2 at.% N in the
top region of the film and 4 at.% N in the depth: one could
expect heavier changes in the deep region due to higher
nitrogen loss, while the opposite behavior is observed (a
layered structure prevails in the depth, while no layers
remain in the near-surface region). A plausible explanation
may come from the consideration of residual stresses in the
film and their relaxation relative to the depth as shown
below.
The residual stresses in PVD coatings can be generally
considered as the sum of external stresses, thermal stresses
due to different thermal expansion coefficients of film and
substrate, and intrinsic stresses arising due to the peculiar-
ities of PVD itself [27,48,49]. The external stresses are obvi-
ously zero in the present study, since the film is not under
any external loading. The thermal stress is biaxial (parallel
to the film surface), compressive for fcc TiAlN coatings
deposited on high-speed steel substrates and has the value
of about �1 GPa [27,48]. A close value must be valid for
the studied TiAlN/CrN film, as it has a close lattice param-
eter and hence a similar lattice mismatch with the steel sub-
strate. The intrinsic stresses are also compressive in the in-
plane direction and may reach a few gigapascals depending
on film nature and PVD conditions such as substrate bias
voltage [48]. Experimental measurements of the total resid-
ual stress in TiAlN/CrN using XRD give values of �3.5 to
�7 GPa, depending on deposition parameters [50].

Variations in thermal decomposition behavior across
the film depth may occur due to the fact that both thermal
and intrinsic stresses in as-sputtered PVD coatings typically
exhibit a pronounced gradient along the growing direction,
with a decrease when moving toward the surface [49,51].
Additionally, the internal stress gradient may alter during
annealing due to diffusion and annihilation of defects
incorporated by PVD. Such a gradient leads to a complex
variation in the elastic energy through-thickness contribu-
tion to the full free energy of the system. To obtain a better
insight into this issue, the internal stresses in nitride films
are considered in the following.

Among the main sources of intrinsic stresses in PVD
coatings are under/overstoichiometry of N, incorporation
of Ar impurity in the sputtering process and substitutional
defects (metal ions on N sites and vice versa) [27,48]. All
these sources are influenced by short- and long-range ele-
mental diffusion, which is activated at high temperatures
and inevitably results in redistribution or annihilation of
these defects, eventually releasing the residual stresses. In
principle, diffusion of some defect types, such as N excess
or Ar impurities can be qualitatively understood from
APT data as well. APT data for both near-surface and
near-substrate regions of the as-sputtered film show the
same N content of 48 at.% (see Section 3.3). The sample
annealed at 800 �C for 16 h shows a higher N concentra-
tion in the near-surface region of 46 at.% compared to
44 at.% in the near-substrate region. Such a decrease
clearly indicates nitrogen diffusion toward the surface of
the coating, which must be accompanied by formation of
numerous vacancies, especially in the depth of the film.
Such vacancies will cause lattice shrinkage, which is more
pronounced in the near-substrate region. In other words,
nitrogen diffusion indeed takes place, results in alteration
of the intrinsic stress gradient and eventually in variations
of local microstructure. In contrast to the N effect, the
analysis of the Ar distribution reveals only subtle changes
across the film depth at all annealing steps, i.e. Ar cannot
be considered as the source affecting the stress gradient.
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However, as mentioned before, nitrogen loss itself can-
not account for the variation of decomposition behavior.
The behavior can be understood when additionally consid-
ering the thermal stresses at high temperatures. While
intrinsic stresses strongly decrease during annealing, the
role of the thermal stress, which is minor at low tempera-
tures, increases profoundly. At temperatures above the
deposition one (300 �C) the thermal stress reverses its sign,
since the substrate expands more than the nitride film. In
combination with the intrinsic stress release due to nitrogen
diffusion, this may even result in the reversal of the sign of
the total stress in the near-substrate region, i.e. the stress
becomes tensile there. This reversal could explain the
decomposition pattern in the near-substrate region at tem-
peratures P 800 �C, where the direction of Al diffusion
appears to reverse and forms a single Al-rich layer (see
Fig. 7a) instead of a double-layered structure observed at
lower temperatures (compare with Fig. 5a). To clarify this
issue, a careful characterization of the residual stresses gra-
dients has yet to be performed and coupled with an accu-
rate analysis of elemental distribution by APT.

5. Conclusions

The Ti0.75Al0.25N/CrN multilayered film is stable up to a
temperature of 600 �C, when layer interfaces start to lose
chemical sharpness due to short-range diffusion. Pro-
nounced decomposition of the film begins from diffusion
of Al atoms in TiAlN layers toward the nearest interface.
A triple-layer structure consisting of a Ti-rich sublayer con-
fined by two Al-rich sublayers forms within each original
TiAlN layer. This mechanism is referred to as interface-
directed spinodal decomposition. The interface-directed
mechanism later turns into common isotropic spinodal
decomposition accompanied by intensive intermixing of
Cr and Ti. A distinct compositional gradient across grain
boundaries, i.e. Cr depletion in favor of Ti, emerges at this
stage and is attributed to grain boundary diffusion of Ti.

Continuous annealing of the film at 800 �C or higher
temperatures renders the composition non-uniform in the
through-thickness direction: the layer structure completely
decomposes in the near-surface region, while Al-rich layers
persist close to the substrate. The effect is likely caused by a
gradient in the residual stresses in PVD nitride films, which
changes due to nitrogen diffusion toward the film surface as
well as due to substrate expansion at high temperatures.
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